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In order to show everyone who wants - or doesn’t 

want - to see  the rebels that we truly are, we need 

to think about how we represent ourselves online. 

That is why we’ve created this booklet. We don’t 

call our audience the momstagrammer for nothing;  

fact is that as of today 68% of the mothers uses 

Instagram daily, with an average of 21 minutes a day 

spent on the platform. These numbers led us to no 

other option than to create an Instagram style guide. 

In this guide we will explain our do’s & don’ts,  post 

frequency and strategy regarding our daily feed.
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Nozem is the clothing line of firma Nozem; a social 
responsible company that extends the lifetime of 
garments by transforming thrown away items into 
unisex basics for the little rebel. As a brand we stay 
true to our name. Nozem namely is a different word 
for trouble in Dutch. Next to trouble there is also a 
historical connotation involved; In the ‘60s Nozems were 
youngsters, rebelling against society. Since we are a kids 
wear brand, and kids and mischief go hand in hand, we 
want to embrace the inner rebel. Because we believe 
that the best form of obiedience is disobedience. Isn’t 
that quite right? 
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Our main online objective is to communicate our brand 
culture and mythology. Trough this we want enhance 
the community of instagram moms, which in the 
end, will increase brand awareness. Something even 
more important is that we want mothers to feel that 
we as a brand understand the struggles a parent can 
have and add a funny twist to that. How? As we said 
before kids and mischief go hand in hand.  We want to 
show the fun side of this by creating content that the 
momstagrammer can relate to and sometimes even 
makes her smile. We want to enhance the personal 
experiences. For example: create a community by 
using the hashtag #littlenozem:  Everytime when a 
kid does something bad or unruly their moms can use 
the hashtag. Via this hashtag moms also see the work 
of other rebel kids, relate and feel the struggle other 
parents are going trough.

Goals
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We strive to do the exact opposite, 
just as expected from a true rebel. 
As a starting brand we have to 
admit that a well thought trough 
digital strategy is the key to brand 
recognition. According to a recent 
survey from Weber and Shandwick 
(yes, it’s hard to believe but we’ve 
done our research) amongst 
Millennial moms shows that 90 
percent of the questioned moms own 
a smartphone, and spend an average 
of 17 hours per week on their social 
networks. The numbers are not lying, 
and with our audience belonging to 
the first truly digital generation we 
had no other option than to create 
one ourselves. In order for this 
strategy to succeed -obviously we 
won’t do it for less- there needs to 
be a key focus: the user. We call our 
users the momstagrammers, part of 

the Millennial generation. This name 
embodies her personality perfectly: 
she is a fun loving young mother, 
still adjusting to her mommy lifestyle 
every now and then (something that 
involves a crying baby and a Sunday 
hangover). The Millennial generation 
are considered to be socially aware, 
and this is of no difference for the 
momstagrammer. As a mother she 
cares about the world she raises 
her child in. When it comes to her 
online behavior she loves to capture 
moments with her kids, accompanied 
by cheeky comments showing her 
intellect. Instagram plays a big role 
in her daily life, since it requires just 
one finger to scroll and provides easy 
visual content. Knowing all of this we 
came to the following conclusion: 
we need to put all our eggs in the 

Instagram basket.



Even though Instagram will be our main focus, 
Facebook still is the biggest social media 
platform, with 71%  of the online adults using 
the network.  Our audience uses the network to 
share and get information about products and 
services, watch funny videos and shares content 
that is relevant to her. For us Facebook will serve 
as an advertising platform, to raise general brand 
awareness and thus drives site traffic to increase 
the online sales. We will also use the platform 
to tap into current events, a trigger to our other 
social media accounts, our journal posts and 
information about our collection. 

Due to its beautiful imagery in and easy visual 
content, Instagram is a nice escape from their 
daily routine. Influential Instamoms use the 
platform to as a stage to visualize the life of 
their children. This way a new kind of interaction 
arises: Instamommies with a huge following post 
a photo of their kids, wearing an outfit, tagging 
the brand in exchange for free clothes. The 
Instagram influencers are a smart solution for 
smaller without a big advertising budget, since 
it becomes possible to gain brand recognition in 
exchange for free products. In short: Instagram 
is a great opportunity to gain brand recognition 
and engage with our consumers. 

In conversations with the mamstagrammer 
Pinterest was an often called source when it 
came to inspiration for kidswear. When we 
had a look at the numbers this was confirmed. 
The majority of the pinterest users is women, 
wherof more than 30% is between 25 and 
35.  Other kidswear brands use Pinterest to 
show inspiration behind the collection, share 
cookbook images and even clothing items with 
links to their web shop. For us Pinterest would 
be a great platform to create an experience 
behind Nozem via boards that capture our brand 
essence  and to lead traffic to our web shop.  

Vimeo allows us as to increase brand 
exposure and free advertising (yes, minus 
the subscription costs we thought of that). 
On Vimeo we will show behind the scenes 
material from our shoots, and short brand 
introduction movies, showing the kids on their 
rebel journeys. These videos will be shared 
on our Facebook page, and hopefully make 
moms curious for our brand.



1. Insta Influencers

2. Kids Stores

3. Insta Advertisers

4. Follow 
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A fact is that Insta mama’s are very loyal and like to 
share the lives of their children. So much that they 
not only like to look at their own lives, but also to get 
inspired by that of others. Influencers who are always 
curious to get to know new brands. Especially moms, 
and especially if these brands align with their values. We 
need to get in touch with the influencers that matter to 
our audience. We’ll do this by sending them a little rebel 
press kit containing: the need to knows of our brand, a 
sample, look book and an instruction on how to show 
off your little Nozem (#littlenozem, we will elaborate 
on this later) with the aim that they share this with their 
followers. 

De Groene Meisjes (@degroenemeisjes)
Run by Merel, and believes that green living should 

be fun, and her aim is to show the aesthetics 

behind this way of living. She doesn’t have kids 

herself but has a huge following and her posts do 

cover sustainable kids wear alternatives, since her 

audience has kids and is curious to know.

A new mom, not a blogger but formal owner of 

Pup Creative Agency,  owner of SLA,  and co-

founder of BEDROCK “a magazine dedicated to 

conscious & healthy living.” Her description says it 

all, Nina fits the mindset perfectly.

Nina Pierson (@ninapierson)
Mama Margaritha ( @mamamargaritha) 
Margaritha is only 23 and just started her blog but 

already has a huge following. She loves to share 

things that she likes, and judging by her posts, 

curious to get in touch with new brands. She has 

3(!) kids in the age 0-2 so that is a whole rebel 

army who can wear the clothing for us.

Urban Moms (@urbanmomsnl)
Founded by Ester Buitendijk. She founded the blog 

out of a need. Back in 2010 when her eldest son was 

born, new children brands or fun things to do with 

kids in the city were nowhere to be found online. On 

her Instagram she encourages moms to get inspired, 

and is open for collaborations. 



Next to our own web shop our brand is also going to 
be sold in several kids stores. Kids stores are doing 
a great job when it comes to Instagram. They are 
communicating a lifestyle via their wall and by doing so 
they keep on being a continuous source of inspiration. A 
very smart move is the use of hashtags they’ve created 
themselves. These hashtags are adopted by the moms 
who post photos of their children wearing the clothing 
bought at the store,tagging or hashtagging the store, 
which leads to the hashtags becoming an inspirational 
source to look at. Which in the end is great for us, 
because basically the promotion is done for us.

Big & Belg ( @ bigenbelg) 
Big en Belg has a physical store in 

Amsterdam. “Rock hard and prosper” is 

their motto. With this being their motto, 

we will be a good match. The store also 

host giveaways every now and then, 

these giva aways are  a nice opportunity 

to get known for us. Giveaways normally 

have a big reach and are widely shared 

amongst the audience. ho can wear the 

clothing for us.

Frankie Sue Shop ( @ frankeysue) 
Formally known as pearlsandswines, 

has a huge and loyal following, who 

call themselves tribe members and 

consistently use the hashtag. Together 

they share beautiful aesthetics. Frankey 

sells brands that align with our beliefs, 

and a rebel kids brand would fit 

perfectly in their timeline.



The option to send out a sponsored post via Instagram 
turned out to be quite handy. This will require a small 
investment, but what is easy about this is the fact that 
you have the opportunity to set a budget per day, per 
week and per month. Since we are a starting brand 
we will run the posts for two weeks, with a budget 
of €10 per day, just to get brand recognition. These 
advertisements are very effective because we as a 
brand can choose the demographics and interests of 
the audience that gets exposed to the advertisement.
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This is a rather simple strategy, following people to 
follow back. Look at the followers of influencers, follow 
them and engage with them regularly. Like their posts 
and make them love us. If they do, hopefully via this 
they will share the brand with their following and this 
will increase our brand awareness.
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We want to show that we understand the struggles that 
occur in life with kids. With our feed we want to turn 
this into something that makes her smile or even laugh 
out loud. Maybe even make her think of rebel actions 
from her childhood. Accounts like average parenting  
problems and of course club of relaxed moms are an 
inspiration to us. These accounts are a reaction to the 
perfectly polished Instagram wall, and their success 
proofs that there is a demand towards a different 
approach. Our posts will always be accompanied by 
cheeky or even witty comments. Our brand is about 
doing the opposite and when looking at our insta wall, 
we want everyone to channel and remember their inner 

rebel.



#littlenozem

We strive to create our own community. We want to do 
this by introducing our own hashtag: #littlenozem.The 
idea behind this being that everytime kids do something 
unruly, this hashtag can be used. Via this hashtag a 
community of little nozems arises. Something like a 
hashtag will only work if we use this consistently. We 
want to our consumer to be part of the our feed, so 
our very own designed post should encourage them to 
share moments of their little rebel with us. 
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Our main objective is of course embracing 
the inner rebel. In order to keep the interest 
of the mamstagrammer we will have several 
themes related to our philosophy. Something 
that proves to be a success is to ask questions 
to your audience. Asking questions is a great 
way for us to engage with them. We will have 
a post frequency of two times a day. The first 
post will be between 11 and 13 o’ clock, during 
lunch break. The second post will be between 
19 and 21 o’clock, the first relax moment 
after dinner and childrens bedtime. We know 
that our momstagrammer likes post she can 
relate to. With this in mind we’ve created four 
themes, see for yourself!
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We will post funny quotes 
moms can recognize themselves 
in, these can be quotes of 
others, things children say or 
experiences that we’ve had. 

We like to share the stories 
behind what we do, photos or 
projects that we find interesting, 
the fabric combinations for new 
items and the makers behind 
our garments.



Our interpretation of current 
events, and of course the ins 
and out about our collections .

In these post we want to include 
our audience for example via 
giveaways and contests via 
uploading and image, tagging 
us and of course using the 
hashtag little nozem. 
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Don’t worry, we’re almost finished, but 
we have to cover one last thing: our 
instaesthetics. We need just a few rules 
in order to get our message across at its 
best. If we post content that we made 

ourselves (quotes, images) The post 

should always include a brand element. 

For photos this will be our brand logo, 

for quotes this can be either the logo or 

the brand icon: a circle and a triangle

We use the same font for posts as we 

use in all our other communication, 

Gotham rounded and Little Nozem.

If we post content that we made 

ourselves (quotes, images) The post 

should always include a brand element. 

For photos this will be our brand logo, 

for quotes this can be either the logo or 

the brand icon: a circle and a triangle

#littlenozem

Our posts should always fit in the 

nozem color palette, and always make 

sure that there aren’t two of the same 

colors in the same row, when using 

images that don’t come from us, make 

sure they fit in our timeline.
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As we said before we will post two times a day,  
and  1 time a day in weekends. This means that 
we need approximately 60 posts a month. Our 
instamonth starts on the first monday of the 
month. We will prepare our post in advance. 
Timing is very important, so always check this 
schedule before posting.

MON TUE WED FRITHU SAT SUN

9:00-
11:00

12:00-
14:00

14:00-
16:00

17:00-
19:00

20:00-
22:00

Monday  

Motivation

Funny Quote

After Lunch

inspiration, 

collection, 

lookbook  

contest winner

FriYAY!

Light, cheery, 

any weekend

plans?  

Almost weekend

Funny. 

kid doing 

someting bad.

Sporty Saturday

what to eat, 

+ engage by 

asking about day

 

Sunday Funday

Tips, where to 

go, what to do. 

Lunchbreak 

Outfit post, 

Collection items

After Dinner 

Winner 

Funny photo 

reflection of 

the day.  

Inspiration 

Our makers, 

introduction to 

the brand

Contest/

question

Engage with 

the audience 

After dinner 

Winner 

Funny Quote, 

current events. 

Middle of the 

week

Something fun 

light (tips, 

recipes) 
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